
Searching for Cases Using Natural Language Search Terms 
 
Note: this example uses Lexis Advance. 
 
Question: How do I find New York State case law for a New York State statute when I know search 
terms, but not the statute number and/or the parties (commonly known as the title)? 
 
Answer: 

1. You may use Lexis Advance or Westlaw. 

2. Select a natural language search to more easily search using terms that may or may not be 

targeted for a specific statute. 

3. Enter the terms in the search box to search. 

4. Review the case summary and the headnotes in the top result cases by selecting a Results 

Screen view option. Headnotes summarize points of law discussed in the case. The case 

summary and headnotes help you to quickly determine if the case is on point for you. The case 

summary and headnotes are written by Lexis Advance staff and are not written by the court. 

You cannot cite to the headnote or case summary.  

5. You may want to narrow the results by selecting facets on the search result screen that narrow 

your results. 

 

 

Lexis Advance Example 

 

I want to find case law in the 3rd Judicial Department that discusses establishing imminent danger or risk 

to a child in an emergency removal from the child’s home in a child abuse or neglect situation. I know 

this is under the Family Court Act, but don’t know the statute. 

 

1. Click on “Cases” under “All Content.” 

 

  



2. Click on “New York” under “Cases by State” as we are only concerned with New York State law 

in this situation. 

 

 

  



3. Enter your search terms in the search box – natural language searching is supported by this 

search function. In this situation, the terms “emergency removal imminent risk” are entered. 

 

 

  



4. The search result list screen provides three ways to display cases.  Select the desired view by 

clicking on its icon at the top right of the Results list screen. 

 

Graphical View displays location and distribution of search terms. Notice that individual colors have 

been assigned to the search terms  

 
 

Full View – title and several lines of text with search terms highlighted 

 

 
 

Title View – title and up to four additional pieces of information. These options have been pre-set by 

court staff. 

 

 

  



5. For this example, the Graphical View has been selected. Since we want only New York Court of 

Appeals cases and Third Department decisions, we will first narrow the results to New York. This 

requires four steps: Select Court; Select New York; Select multiple; Select Court of Appeals and 

Third Department.  

Step 1 – Select Court 

 
 

  



Step 2 – Select New York 

 

  



Step 3 – Select multiple 

 

 

  



Step 4 – Check of Appellate Division 3d Department and Court of Appeals 

 

  



 

6. The first case we see below is “Nicholson v Scoppetta.” This case has a yellow Shepard’s flag 

next to it indicating that it has been treating negatively since it was decided. So while the 

decision may still be valid, we want to look at some other cases.  Since imminent risk is a critical 

issue for our research, we will look for cases in which the term imminent risk occurs frequently. 

The Graphical Display has highlighted that phrase in purple and identified how frequently where 

that phrase occurs in the headnote, summary and opinion in the Graphical Display Bar. 

 

 

 



7. In looking at “in Re Anne Marie SS.,” we see from the core terms, summary and LexisNexis 

headnotes, we see that it deals with removing a child due to child neglect and imminent risk, 

which is exactly what we are looking for. 

 

 



 
 


